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2Science & mission objectives
SESAME, operating in SP-InSAR mode, will deliver precise, spatially 















































R1 Land	and	ice	topography 100	(T) - 50	(G) 5 (T)	– 1(G) 5	(T)	– 0.5	(G)	
R2 Glacier	𝚫𝐃𝐄𝐌 200	(T) - 50	(G) 3 (T)	– 0.5	(G) 2	(T)	– 0.3	(G)
R3 Permafrost 𝚫𝐃𝐄𝐌 100 (T)	– 30	(G) 5	(T)	– 1	(G) 2	(T) – 0.2	(G)
R4 𝚫𝐃𝐄𝐌 for	landslides,
volcanoes 100	(T) - 50	(G) 0.5	(T)	– 1/36	(G)
2	(T)	– 0.3	(G)
R5 𝚫𝐃𝐄𝐌 for	hazard	
management 100	(T) - 50	(G) Single	coverage
2	(T)	– 0.3	(G)
R7 Forest	𝚫𝐃𝐒𝐌 100	(T) - 50	(G) 1 1
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9What to tweak to meet requirements
• Single-look resolution → set by Sentinel-1
• Signal to noise + ambiguities ratio
– NESZ
– AASR and RASR
• Cross-track  baselines → formation timeline
• Number of acquisitions → acquisition timeline
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• Dual antenna architecture
• Sample and down-link 
signal at antenna
• Azimuth steering using 





• NESZ generally 
adequate to good
• Probably a bit less 
gain in exchange of 
wider elevation 






• AASR in -17 to -18 
dB range.
• Quite good given 
small total antenna 
area 
• Sub-swath 
variability due to 
Sentine-1 PRFs
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• Alternate between 
polar/regular formation






• Limited to one sub-swath (we cycle sub-swaths by mechanical 
steering)






– Proposal supported  by two independent industrial teams
– Estimated space segment costs < 150 M€.
– Some reserves to accommodate dedicated (dual) launch.
• Rough implementation schedule
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
Phase A Phase
B1
Phase 
B2
Phase
C Phase DPre-developments
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Vega launch accommodation
ADS-CASA	designTAS-I	design
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SESAMEs	will	fly	in	the	future….
…and	they	will	be	great
